I Wont Beg for Your Love

Omar James is a strong, levelheaded man who has very simple dreams: marriage and kids.
Unfortunately, however, he has no one to share these dreams with. No one, that is, until the
night his father unwittingly introduces him to the love of his life, a woman hes only dared to
watch from afar for longer than hed care to admit. Serenity the Laser Sanders is beautiful,
intelligent, driven-and not in the mood for love. Shes got her whole life planned out on a strict
schedule, and romance isnt in the cards for another two years. A big fish in the social pond,
Serenity is in the prime of her life, and shes not ready to settle down for anyone. However, she
didnt zone in her laser glare when Omar was introduced. Could it be that shes willing to be
coaxed into an exclusive relationship? Or is she just looking for more of a good time?
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